TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

N.W. 21
SEC. 17/16
COR. 20/21 T 15 R 10 W., WM.
S. E. 17

HISTORICAL: GLO P0 34 SET POST ± 1857

MAP
A-874

CONDITION: GOOD
FOUND: BRASS CAP

CZ?

24" HEMLOCK, N 20° E 41 LKS GLO P0 34

30" HEMLOCK, N 21° W 68 LKS GLO P0 34

40" HEMLOCK, S 14° W 26 LKS GLO P0 34

59" HEMLOCK, N 352° E 44 LKS GLO P0 34

FOUND: 30" HEMLOCK STUMP, N 25° W 82° TO NAIL.

CZ, BT

FOUND: 50" HEMLOCK STUMP, N 54° E 35° TO NAIL.

CZ, BT

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 FO IRON PIPE WITH CZ?, BRASS CAP AND SET IN CEMENT ± 6° BELOW THE SURFACE

4" x 4" x 48" Post NORTH 22 feet

" Hat Section S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS: This corner is located on a logged off flat ± 350' west of Crown Road ± CM 700. CZ, yellow corner tags on CZ stumps.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE AITKIN, DAN MCNUFF, KEVIN DUNN

DATE: 2-12-76 PHOTO#: NW0-8 8-67

* = County corner tag affixed.